Doubts About Justice
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This paper is dedicated to the memory of Martin Luther King Jr.,
who fought injustice, embodying and teaching pride, courage, gentleness, and unconquerable freedom from resentment—"out of the
mountain of despair a stone of hope."

JVEFLECTION on justice has been close to the heart of
Western philosophy at least since Plato; it has been prominent in British moral philosophy; and it attracts some of the
best minds today. But most contemporary moral philosophers
are as blind historically as were Plato and Kant, Hume and
Mill. Nor does it accord with current etiquette to state at the
outset why one is interested in the topic one writes about.
My interest in justice is twofold. First, it is existential. I
have found myself in situations—or to use less existentialist
terminology, on committees—where it was my task to try to
make just distributions. As we distributed coveted admissions
to a small percentage of students who wished to do graduate
work, or raises and promotions to younger colleagues, or
Fulbright grants to colleagues all over the country, I found
most philosophical discussions of justice oddly irrelevant.
Many other authors must have been in comparable situa95
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tions, but for the most part their writings on the subject do
not show it. The point is not that they do not mention such
prosaic situations, but rather that these situations point up
limitations of otherwise acute analyses of justice.
This reason might suffice, the more so because the existential interest extends far beyond the relatively trivial instances
I have mentioned. The moral issues between avowedly capitalistic and avowedly socialistic countries revolve around
justice—or at least injustice. So does the civil rights crisis at
home. If we include so-called retributive justice, we may add
that the central crisis in penology and criminal law for more
than a generation now concerns the question whether we
should not be better off if we abandoned the very idea of
retributive justice, concentrating instead on deterrence and
reform. Nothing more needs to be said to establish the
importance of the subject of justice.
Even so I have another reason for dealing with it. In 1952 I
laid aside a project in social philosophy for other studies, but
my work during the next fifteen years has brought me again
and again to the brink of justice. A single example will
suffice. The relevance of Nietzsche and existentialism to
ethics is a commonplace, but references to both by British
and American moral philosophers are scarce and usually
incredibly ill informed. The time has come to continue what
Nietzsche and some of his successors have begun. Still, I shall
not deal with their ideas about ethics; I shall concentrate on
developing some of my own. But before attempting a detailed analysis of justice, I shall try to sketch our historical
context.
II
I WANT TO DISTINGUISH three phases of the current crisis in
morality. This is not to say that there are only three, but
since I merely want to suggest in broad outlines at what
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historic juncture we are standing now, it would be foolish to
even mention more than three.
The first phase is the growth of moral skepticism. This is so
familiar that it should suffice to enumerate a few of its
elements.
1. For the majority of mankind, religion has lost its authority in moral matters. In the United States, God is still
invoked occasionally to back up conflicting positions that
were reached in the first place without the benefit of the
clergy or the Bible. But even those who still invoke the Bible
or their own religious tradition usually pick and choose what
they find morally acceptable. A moral conflict between God's
commands and their own conscience seems unthinkable to
most of our contemporaries. They assume that if even they
can see that something is wrong, God must see it too; and if
the Bible or tradition does not bear this out, then somebody
must have got God wrong. Thus God's name is used in vain.
When it is invoked in moral matters, we are almost always
confronted with a ritualistic redundancy.
2. Not only has religion lost its authority in moral matters;
our whole way of thinking has become anti-authoritarian.
This is largely due to the rise of science and more important
than the battles between science and religion that are commonly associated with Galileo's name and Darwin's. We have
learned the habit of asking: What precisely does this mean?
What speaks for it, what against it? What alternatives are
available and which are to be preferred? Once these questions
become instinctive enough to be directed also toward moral
statements, we have moral skepticism. The development of
the social sciences has done its share to make this explicit.
3. Increased social mobility has also contributed to this
development. Rare is the American family in which all
children live out their lives in the town in which they were
born. Young people encounter many different environments
and are exposed to different mores. Travel is becoming ever
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more widespread. All this helps to make unthinking absolutism rarer and rarer among the young, while moral skepticism is gaining ground. Had we stopped with the second
point, it would stand to reason that the trend must be far
more advanced among professors, and especially philosophers, than among students. In fact, this is not so: our moral
philosophers tend to be more conservative than many of their
students. This is due, at least in part, to the fact that many
older men lived in a more stable environment when they
were young, under the tutelage of parents and teachers who
were still closer to absolutism, while those who are students
now cannot recall stability, having been born into a world
wounded by Auschwitz and Nagasaki.
Not only has war eroded moral standards, but service in
armies of occupation has accelerated the growth of moral
skepticism. So has the fact that more and more people live in
big cities where—though not quite as much as in an army
abroad—one can get away with behavior unthinkable in a
small home town.
4. Both the atrocities of our time and the vast anonymity
of metropolitan life have contributed to a widening sense of
futility among young people. Millions have come to feel that
they no longer count and that what they do or don't do will
make no difference. Many have gone beyond moral skepticism into moral nihilism. From the reasonable position that
whatever they do may not make any difference a million
years hence, and perhaps not even 100 years hence, they infer
fallaciously that therefore it makes no difference. In fact,
what we do or do not do may make a tremendous difference
to us and our fellow men right now.
So MUCH for the first phase, the growth of moral skepticism.
The second phase is skepticism about law. As for natural law,
the collapse of any widespread belief in that is implicit in the
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growth of moral skepticism. The very concept of natural law
is not widely familiar: philosophers, lawyers, and theologians
know it; few others do. Not only is the concept mildly
esoteric, but the idea that a single moral law is binding on all
men, regardless of historical period or geography, no longer
seems plausible to most educated people. The Roman Catholic church still clings to this notion, but few except Catholics
do; and many Catholic theologians defend the Inquisition by
saying that it was justified in its time but would not be justifiable today. The ferment within Catholicism today does not
need stressing.
There remains positive law, the law actually in force in a
state. The man who did most to promote skepticism about
the moral authority of positive law was Hitler. Whatever one
may think of the many war crimes trials from Niirnberg to
Jerusalem, they did their share to convince millions that
upholding and obeying the law of the state in which he lives
is not always every citizen's moral duty. What a few had
learned earlier from Sophocles' Antigone, Thoreau, Tolstoy,
or Gandhi, large masses of people learned from the Nazi
experience. Not only is disobedience to positive law sometimes defensible; there are times when it is a duty.
Politicians point to the loss of respect for the law to
inveigh against it. One can also try to comprehend it as part
of a larger development, as a second phase that takes us
beyond the growth of moral skepticism. Instead of deploring
it one can applaud at least some movements of civil disobedience. But the question remains in what cases civil disobedience is defensible, and when it is morally a duty.
The easy way out is to introduce natural law at this point,
saying: We may, or even ought to, disobey positive law
whenever it comes into conflict with natural law. By beginning my account with the growth of moral skepticism and the
collapse of natural law, I meant to suggest that those who are
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counseling us to take this way out are advising us to return to
the womb. We can no more return to such naive absolutism
than "a flying bird can re-enter the egg shell from which it
has emerged"—to quote Tolstoy's words from his Reply to
the Edict of Excommunication issued against him by the
Russian Orthodox church.
Another way out is more popular today: We are told that
we may, or ought to, disobey unjust laws, because justice
takes precedence over law. With that we come to the third
phase of the crisis in morality: doubts about justice.
The growth of moral skepticism (phase 1) is one of the
most striking features of the twentieth century. In the nineteenth century such skepticism was still rare, and few grasped
its implications as clearly as Nietzsche did. Since his death in
1900, moral skepticism has gradually permeated the atmosphere in which we live. Skepticism about law (phase 2) was
still rare in 1950, but the civil rights movement and the war
in Vietnam are fast making it part of our climate of opinion.
Doubts about justice (phase 3) are not yet widespread in any
articulate form, and most of our moral philosophers have not
reached them yet. At this point I cease to describe what has
happened and attempt instead to lend a hand to what should
happen.
Nietzsche's Zarathustra says: "What is falling, we should
still push. Everything today falls and decays: who would
check it? But I—I even want to push it" ("On Old and New
Tablets," section 20) }
1 The student rebellions of 1968 should be seen in this perspective. Many of
the rebels had not only lived through skepticism about morality and law but
were close to nihilism and despair. Few had reached conscious doubts about
justice. But their often alarming self-righteousness did not depend on having
seen the face of justice. Sure of the injustice of existing arrangements, they
were eager to fight, if not destroy, "the establishment." Their application of
Zarathustra's dictum was marred by the impatience of youth. They need to
be reminded how important it is to evaluate alternatives—and how those who
helped to topple the wretched Weimar Republic cleared the way for Hitler.
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III
of a philosopher to invoke as an authority
what he takes to be the wave of the future. It is not difficult
to name trends that we ought to oppose, and it is even easier
to enumerate trends that invite neither resistance nor assistance. But the concept of justice is a focal point of the confusions inherent in traditional morality. It looks preeminently
objective, even absolute; it seems mathematically precise and
not subject to emotion, preferences, or momentous decisions.
Both the ancient Hebrews and the ancient Greeks considered
justice the sum of the virtues: the just man was for both the
good man. T o question justice is to probe the very heart of
morality, and a critical analysis of the concept of justice
might be the fulfillment of the critique of morality attempted but never consummated by Nietzsche, early positivism, and existentialism.
Attempts to mount the bandwagon of history are common
and contemptible. But some awareness of historical developments and of the ways in which the meanings of familiar
concepts have changed is desirable, albeit rare. It is widely
taken for granted that justice is a timeless idea, yet it could be
shown that the meanings modern philosophers associate with
justice were quite unfamiliar not only to Homer but even to
Aeschylus; and Aristotle distinguished that justice which is
the sum of the virtues from that justice which is a part of
virtue. 2
This is not the place for a history of the concept of justice,
but at the very least we should distinguish four stages in its
development. In the first, justice was tied to custom, and
injustice meant a violation of tradition. In the second, justice
IT IS UNWORTHY

2 Nicomachean Ethics, Book V. 1 and 2.
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was the sum of the virtues. This meaning still bears a close
relationship to the first stage. In the third, justice became a
particular virtue. At the cost of some oversimplification, we
may associate these three stages with Homer, Plato, and
Aristotle, allowing for the presence at each stage of the
beginnings of the next one. Aristotle distinguished distributive and rectificatory justice and associated the latter with
restitution (not with retribution) ;3 he also expressly denied
that justice could be reduced to reciprocity.4 At the fourth
stage, justice is no longer primarily, if at all, a virtue but
rather a quality of laws, of arrangements, of distributions,
and at one time also, though less and less so, of punishments.
My thesis can be expressed in an extremely simple way:
Punishment can be unjust but never just; and distributions
can be unjust but, with the exception of simplistic cases,
never just. Many writers seem prepared to allow the first half
of this thesis but proceed as if the collapse of retributive
justice were irrelevant to "justice," or at least to distributive
justice. The central point of my paper is to contribute to the
collapse of distributive justice.
It is a commonplace that it is easier to preach morals than
to give reasons for morals. It is also easier to praise distributive justice than to bury her. Indeed, it is easier to give
reasons for clinging to the concept of distributive justice than
it is to expose what is wrong with it.
Not many passages in religious literature are as moving as
Isaiah's "seek justice [mishpat], correct oppression; defend
the fatherless, plead for the widow" (1.17). Among the few
that are is Amos' similar but slightly earlier outcry (5.21 ff.).
The importance of the concept of justice in modern reform
movements has been immense, and though great cruelty has
often masked itself with the name of retributive justice, it is
8 Ibid., 2-4.
* Ibid., 5.
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possible that even more good has been done in the name of
distributive justice. Moreover, it seems far better to call alms
tsedakah (justice), as Jews have done traditionally, than to
parade as charity attempts to mildly ameliorate incredible
injustices.
The case for clinging to the concept of distributive justice
probably rests mainly on three points. The appeal for justice
is rhetorically immensely powerful. It does not hurt the selfrespect of those who receive. And it seems to be an irreducible principle that cannot be given up without inviting
distributions against which our moral sense rebels. Of course,
this moral sense has a history and was influenced decisively by
the Hebrew prophets; but so was mine.
If my aim were to persuade, the best strategy would be to
begin with an attack on the concept of retributive justice,
mobilizing your humane feelings against retribution and
revenge, pointing up what seems wrong with this concept,
and then to let the concept of distributive justice die of the
aftereffects. But in one short paper there is not time enough
to deal with both, and the case against retributive justice is
much more familiar and needs less to be restated. Indeed,
retributive justice is no longer a sacred cow; she may be
attacked with impunity. But even some philosophers who
find her utterly repugnant or "quite incredible" 5 still consider distributive justice the quintessence of morality or at
least, along with benevolence, one of "the two 'cardinal'
moral virtues." 6 One might suppose that the two were not
that different; that both consisted in meting out to men what
they deserve; and that both might die of the realization that
this cannot be done.
Since I must limit myself, I shall confine my attention to
the more attractive sister, in an attempt to show how con5 William Frankena, Ethics (1963), p. 59.
6 Ibid., p. 50.
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fused she turns out to be on close inspection. So much for
preliminaries. Let us now distinguish two conceptions of just
distribution and call the first material and the second formal.1

IV
MATERIAL CONCEPTIONS of justice tell us what should be
meted out to each. One formulation, mentioned already in
the first book of Plato's Republic, suggests that justice consists in giving each his due. In Latin: suum cuique, to each
his own. The trouble with that definition is that it is circular
and vacuous. What is due a man is indeed what justice
requires to be given to him; but as long as we do not know
what justice requires or what would be just, it does not help
us in the least to be told suum cuique. The concepts of "due"
and suum (his own) are derived from a prior conception of
what is just, and as long as we do not know what is just these
notions are void of content and hence of no help.
This is not the time to examine, one by one, the conceptions of justice advanced in Plato's Republic and in ethical
and legal literature since his time. Instead of dealing very
briefly with a great many suggestions, let us deal in detail
with one—that justice consists in giving each what he deserves6
—and then ask whether a few other, especially prominent
suggestions represent improvements on this formulation.
The most suggestive comment on this definition of justice
is Hamlet's: "Use every man after his desert, and who should
'scape whipping?" (II.2). These words remind us how inseparable distributive justice is from retributive justice. Like
suum cuique, this definition covers retribution no less than
the distribution of good things. And the good men deserve is
7 We shall get to the formal conception in section VIII.
8 Because I accept this definition and have some notion of what justice is,
I can say that punishment can be unjust but never just, etc.
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as incalculable as the suffering they deserve—if indeed it
makes any sense to say that a man deserves to suffer.
It is impossible to say how much income Dr. Cutter, the
surgeon, deserves; or Professor Wisdom; or this carpenter; or
that miner; or what kind of housing each deserves; or how
much free time per day, per week, per year. Neither does it
make sense to label any particular distribution of such goods
among doctors, teachers, carpenters, and miners "just." Suppose a college can admit only one-fifth of the students applying for admission. It would be preposterous in almost all
cases to say that 800, and only 800, deserved to be admitted,
and that the decision of accepting these particular students,
while turning down the rest, was just.
Instead of immediately invoking the traditional abstractions—equality, ability, need, or merit, to which we shall get
around in due time—let us begin by considering a little more
concretely what might conceivably be relevant to the determination of desert in a vast variety of cases. We shall distinguish eight categories, most of them with many subclasses.
This can be done more easily in a chart, but it is essential
here and now to communicate some idea of the complexity of
the matter. The first category is
I.

What one is:
A. by birth:
1. ethnic group
2. social class.
To consider such matters conceivably relevant is not necessarily inhumane or reactionary. In India, for example, members of the so-called depressed classes are held to deserve
preferred treatment in some cases, such as university admissions, partly to offset the disadvantages that have beset them
from birth, partly because a society is desired in which all
classes have some representation in the higher-level occupa-
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tions. (Since this paper was written, the same practice has
been introduced in the United States.) Other subclasses of
this category are:
3. sex (e.g., females are widely held to deserve exemption from being drafted into the armed
forces)
4. place of birth (relevant, e.g., in deciding who deserves the advantages that go with citizenship)
5. physique
6. citizenship
7. relationship to the distributor.
Some of these matters may not be determined by birth, and
other matters are considered according to their status, not at
birth but
B. at the time of distribution:
1. profession
2. rank
3. age
4. health
5. intelligence
6. other potential
7. character
8. residence
9. membership
10. beliefs (perhaps relevant for a bishop)
11. motivation.
So much for what one is. Next let us consider
II.

What one has:
A. property (land, money, shares, goods)
B. family
C. friends
D. claims.
Instead of commenting on each subclass, let us proceed to
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What one has done:
A. education (1. formal, and 2. informal)
B. military service (length, experience, exploits, decorations, highest rank attained)
C. civilian occupations:
1. kinds
2. length
3. experience
4. achievements.
To give some idea of the complexity of determining this one
small point of a man's achievements in a single civilian
occupation, let us mention some of the things involved in
distributing raises among professors:
a. teaching, where we still have to distinguish
a. levels (such as introductory, upper-class, and
graduate courses) and
/?. techniques (such as lecturing, conducting discussions, supervising independent work, and
laboratory sessions). Next we have
b. publications, where we must again distinguish
a. levels
p. quantity
•y. reception (e.g., reviews and comments)
8. impact
e. probable long-range importance
c. unpublished research
d. discussion with colleagues
e. administrative work.
All this comes under III.C.4 and concerns no more than a
man's achievements in a single civilian occupation. He may
have achieved a great deal in other civilian and military
occupations before becoming a professor, or he may be competing with others who have. Depending on what is being
distributed, his rank and age and several of the other points
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already mentioned, or still to be mentioned, may be relevant
too. For example,
D. other accomplishments:
1. public service, including offices held
2. private service (e.g., lives saved)
3. extracurricular activities, publications, lectures,
etc. And in some contexts one might also take
into account
E. sufferings (one may deserve compensation)
F. crimes (which may end "what one has done").
IV. What one is doing:
Here one might distinguish, for example,
A. professional work (not to be confused with I.B.I,
profession; for a man may be doing his boss's work)
B. public life
C. in one's family
D. on one's own.
Now we are ready to consider needs. Let us distinguish
V.

What one needs for oneself:
A. for subsistence
B. for comfort
C. for some project
D. for optimal development, and

VI. What one needs for one's dependents:
with the same four subclasses, on whose vagueness we shall
soon have to say something further.
VII. What one desires:
Although this is ignored in most discussions, it is relevant
in many cases unless we assume that a man often deserves
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something as a reward that in fact he does not desire at all.
Finally, there is still
VIII. What one has contracted:
There is no need for subheads here or for further categories; the eight suggested here with their subclasses suffice to
show how impossible it is to measure what men deserve. With
that, the material conception of justice breaks down. But
before we turn to consider what might be called a formal
conception of justice, let us consider some objections to our
analysis.
V
that our analysis, for all its complexity, is still
not nearly complex enough. For we have assumed for the
sake of the argument that justice consists in giving each what
he deserves, and "desert," as Joel Feinberg has shown, "represents only a part, and not necessarily the most important
part, of the domain of justice."8 Thus a man may "deserve"
an honor or office but not qualify for it, and in that case
justice does not require that he receive it.
Even as Aristotle distinguished that justice which is the
sum of the virtues from that justice which is a part of virtue,
we should distinguish that "giving each what he 'deserves' "
which represents the material conception of justice as a whole
from that "desert" which is merely one consideration among
others. Feinberg's point concerns "desert" in the narrow
sense, while we have been considering "desert" in the other
sense, which is so generous and inclusive that his point is
easily taken care of in my chart, under claims one has (H.D)
or what one has contracted (VIII). If neither heading did
suffice, one could easily expand the chart. So far from damaging my case, that would actually be grist to my mill.
I T MIGHT SEEM

•'"Justice and Personal Desert" in Nomos VI: Justice (1963), p. 70.
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My thesis that distributions can be unjust but hardly ever
just is not reducible to the claim that merits and needs
conflict, and that any attempt to do justice according to one is
bound to violate the other. Let us consider merit first.
Some writers suppose10 that if only we were willing to take
our stand on merit alone, our system, though morally objectionable, could be made to work. In our present system, it has
been said, the right to vote is quite independent of merit;
but—and here I quote—"This kind of arrangement would
look like whimsy or worse, like sheer immoralism, if the only
values recognized in our political community were those of
merit." 11 In fact there is such a crisscross of merits that it
makes excellent sense to say: People's merits are not equal
but nevertheless cannot be arranged in any single scale;
hence a merit system, while workable in some very limited
contexts where criteria can be clearly specified, is unworkable
in other contexts. When it comes to the right to vote, it may
be the least evil to give every adult one vote, provided he is,
say, over eighteen and able to read the ballot.
T o consider merit relevant in this and many other contexts
is not unjust, nor does justice demand that people who know
nothing about the issues be allowed to vote. To deprive
people of the vote on grounds of size, weight, hair color, or
skin color is unjust, but no particular system can claim to be
just. One might call the least unjust "just," but in practice
one cannot be sure of any system that it is the least unjust.
It is one of the aims of my complex chart to show vividly
that there is a crisscross of merits and that the popular notion
that conflicts arise only when we heed both merits and needs
is false.
10 E.g., Gregory Vlastos in "Justice and Equality," in Social Justice,
Richard B. Brandt (1962), p. 46.
i i Ibid., p. 45.

ed.
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VI
IT MIGHT SEEM that our analysis is needlessly complex and
could easily be reduced to a simpler model. Instead of distinguishing eight categories, one might distinguish merely
three: merits, abilities, and needs. But this model is too
simple and has to be supplemented in two ways.
First, much of what we have included under what one is,
has, is doing, desires, and has contracted is relevant to just
distribution but has no place in the tripartite model. Place of
birth, citizenship, and residence are almost universally considered relevant to the distribution of offices and of the right
to vote, and it is far from evident that this is unjust. Relation
to the distributor is almost universally considered relevant to
the distribution of goods in a will, and again it is not evident
that this is unjust. But none of these considerations are
reducible to merits, abilities, and needs.
Secondly, these three categories are not as simple and
unambiguous as the fact that there is one word for each
makes them sound. In the case of merit, we have shown this.
In the case of need, we obtained two categories by distinguishing what one needs for oneself and what one needs for
one's dependents, and then divided each into four more
subcategories: for subsistence, for comfort, for some project,
and for optimal development. On reflection, these four are
still utterly unclear. What is literally needed for subsistence
is so pitifully little that it is generally understood that this is
not what is meant; but what is meant is not understood.
Comfort is equally unclear and obviously involves a crucial
subjective component. Once one is used to certain thingscigarettes, television, so many meals a day, such and such
furniture, a car, or perhaps several cars in the family, a W.C.,
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or perhaps three full bathrooms, two-day weekends, a month
in Florida every winter, a three-month summer vacation, a
forty-hour work week or perhaps no more than six hours
teaching a week—one is apt to be uncomfortable without
these things. It is thus possible to make every member of a
group comfortable while the distribution of goods is strikingly unequal, and it is even possible for the person with
fewer needs and goods to be more comfortable than some
who have far more goods but "needs" that outstrip their
possessions. Needs are not fixed data but can be created,
cultivated, and—though this is much more difficult—diminished and even eliminated.
What is "needed" for a project is often far from clear:
foundations are frequently persuaded that extremely questionable needs are authentic; and more often than not, they
assume that the significance of a project is proportionate to
the claimed need for money. This widespread assumption is
obviously silly and vicious. Moreover, does not justice require a weighing of the needs for the completion of various
projects and a comparative ranking of how much each project
is needed?
If we want to give each enough for his optimal development, how do we determine what a man needs for that? To
answer the last two questions, we require a decision about
goals—an idea or vision of man and society as we should like
them to be.
Ultimately, every attempt to spell out a material conception of justice involves a decision about the kind of society we
want. It is an abiding testimony to Plato's genius that, although he was the first philosopher to deal with justice at
book length, he recognized this crucial fact. It is a central
fault of many discussions of justice since his time that this
point is overlooked.
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VII
as if one material conception of justice did not
involve any ultimate value judgments. For there are some
who would disregard differences in merit and need, taking
their stand on absolute equality. Again, the meaning of
equality is not as simple as one might suppose. Is it considered just to give each the same, regardless not only of his
needs and desires, his merits and his ability to make use of
what he is given, but also of what he already has (E.l) ? If
food is distributed, for example, is it just to give equal
amounts to those who have plenty and those who have
nothing? If this suggestion were rejected as palpably unjust,
need would be reintroduced. But it might still be argued that
absolute equality really means that all should be equal after
the distribution has been made, or at least as nearly equal as
the distribution can make them. In that case, those who have
would receive nothing till all havenots had received as much
as they have (E.2).
Although this system is not followed in any civilized country anywhere, it has some plausibility when the goods at stake
are food, but hardly any when the goods are books, violins,
canvas boards, offices, or honors. Different criteria are appropriate for different kinds of goods. Some things may reasonably be distributed in accordance with men's merits, others
with men's abilities, still others with men's needs, without
being open to the charge that the distribution has been
unjust in principle.
IT MAY SEEM

To sum up: E.l is so absurd that one can understand it
only as a counsel of despair, a way of saying that no better
system can be made to work. E.2 is also absurd if it is applied
to all things that are to be distributed. To mention only one
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further objection to E.2: in that case no incentives would
remain.
It is arguable that if food, lodging, and money were to be
distributed in accordance with this plan, sufficient nonmaterial incentives would remain. Thus one can easily imagine a faculty on which all teachers received the same material
benefits, while there were not only instructors, assistant professors, associate professors, and full professors but, say, eight
ranks, and promotions would be based on a merit system. We
have shown earlier how impossible it is to rank professors
according to merit. This is not to deny, however, that rank
can be a more powerful incentive than money; even now
some young teachers, given the choice between a raise and a
promotion, would choose the higher rank. It would not be
too difficult to imbue a society with an ethos in which rank
and honors would provide enough incentives for performance, while material goods were distributed relatively
equally. Whether those publicly branded as inferior would
be happier than those are whose salaries, which are not
publicly known, have not had the benefit of any merit raises
is another question. It is highly probable, I think, that
nonmaterial inequalities in a highly merit-conscious society
would be felt more deeply and would therefore make for
more unhappiness than most material inequalities in our
society.
Inequalities in the distribution of some goods, material or
otherwise, is necessary as an incentive. Without it, some jobs
will not get done, unless we abolish a great deal of personal
freedom, empower a central authority to draft people to do
whatever jobs are thought to be needed to be done, and then
introduce some system of random selection. It might be held
that such a society would be more just than any society in
which exertion is rewarded, but anyone who abhorred the
required loss of freedom would not be in the least likely to
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feel that it was more just, and he might argue—as I would—
that injustice meted out at random remains injustice.
In sum, it is only in a situation in which, ex hypothesis no
conceivably relevant differences exist among the individuals
concerned that any distribution could be reasonably called
just. Dividing eight apples among eight children at the end
of a party at which all have had plenty to eat might be a case
in point. But the moment we suppose that some of them are
much too full by now to eat the apple right away and will
take it home to a house in which apples and other kinds of
food are plentiful, while other children at the party are about
to return to homes in which hungry brothers and sisters are
plentiful, even this apparently so simple and trivial case may
be seen to support the dictum that distributions can be
unjust but hardly ever just.12
VIII
one might wish to fall back on a formal conception of justice and say that justice consists in treating like
cases alike. Alas, no two cases are alike. No two students
applying for admission are alike any more than two young
men up for promotion or a raise in salary. It was one function of my chart, with all its detail about conceivably relevant considerations, to show this.
The man who wants to avoid being unjust must ignore
irrelevant unlikenesses and base his decision on relevant likenesses and unlikenesses. But often it is exceedingly difficult to
judge what is and what is not relevant. In some cases it is easy
to say that the basis for a decision was blatantly irrelevant

A T THIS POINT

12 The example of the children and the apples does not depend on some
prior social injustice. All that is required is some relevant inequality; say, that
some children need to eat more than others, or that some are allergic to
apples, or that some are allergic to other foods but not to apples. I am indebted to Gilbert Harman for his comments on this paper, which have led
me to clarify this point as well as several in section X below.
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and that heinous injustice has been done, but our thesis still
stands: It is hardly ever possible to claim that justice has been
done. The point is not that we know what is just but lack the
strength to do it. Rather, injustice is often palpable, but we
could not say in most cases what would be just.
The obvious rejoinder, mentioned previously, is that we
are just when we minimize injustice, and that a rule is just
when it is not unjust. What does this mean in practice? The
demand for justice is the demand to give reasons for unequal
treatment—to show relevant inequalities, or, in other words,
to be rational, or, in a legitimate sense of that word, honest.
What outrages us in cases of palpable injustice is usually
rank dishonesty; for example, in the Scottsboro trial and in
the techniques that have been used to keep Negroes from
voting. Justice does not require that illiterate people should
be allowed to vote. But the claims that have been made again
and again in this connection, like the testimony accepted by
the court in the Scottsboro trial, have been dishonest with a
vengeance.
Still, it is possible to be honest but unjust. In such cases we
confront either brutality (a lack of love) or low standards of
honesty, or both. Honesty, in the sense germane here, should
not be mistaken for the easy sincerity of those who have never
bothered to develop their intellectual conscience. Men who
sincerely claim what only a few minutes earlier they knew to
be false, or what they would find to be false if they took even
elementary pains to investigate the matter, have low standards of honesty. High standards of honesty involve scrupulous
attention to evidence and to meanings, to pros and cons, and
to alternatives. And what I mean by love is, above all, the
habit, which can be cultivated, of thinking about how others
feel and sharing their problems and sufferings.
Justice is not an irreducible principle that is required to
guard against distributions that would outrage the moral
sense of most philosophers who think we must rely on the
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concept of justice. In The Faith of a Heretic (1961) I proposed four cardinal virtues (section 83) and then (84) tried
to show how various situations in which most philosophers
would invoke justice could be dealt with by relying on these
four. It would be tedious to quote or paraphrase at length
what has been published elsewhere, but since these pages may
be unfamiliar, it may after all be best, or the least evil, to
repeat here a single example, desegregation.
T H E FIRST cardinal

virtue, humbition, is a fusion of humility
and ambition. The man who acknowledges this ideal and
cultivates this habit would admit his ignorance of many
pertinent considerations without resigning himself to ignorance. He would neither assume at the outset that he was right
and his opponents wrong, nor would he take for granted that
those of his own color are superior to those of another. He
would engage in open-minded discussion and be willing to
learn.
The second virtue, love, involves seeing and sharing the
hurt and grief of other human beings and assuming some
responsibility and being willing to make sacrifices to help.
"Without believing all things and hoping all things, without
expecting the millennium from a piece of legislation and
without giving up because there will be no millennium, love
persists."
Thirdly, "courage does not shrink from danger, does not
hide from risks in sloth and resignation, even if they are
concealed behind the name of prudence. If lack of humbition, lack of love, and lack of courage do not fully account for
the injustice inflicted on the Negro, dishonesty remains."
Honesty is the fourth cardinal virtue, and any attempt to
show in detail how heavily racial prejudice and discrimination depend on its violation would extend this paper beyond
reason.
An analysis of several such examples would show that the
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collapse of distributive justice does not entail the collapse of
decency and humanity, and that the work that "justice"
could not do can be done in other ways. This may be the best
place to suggest one more example that shows how justice
cannot do the job it is supposed to do.
Let us turn back to the view that "benevolence and justice
are the two 'cardinal' moral virtues" and that "all other
moral virtues can be derived from or shown to be forms of
them."13 In the first place, I do not see how humility and
ambition, courage, and honesty can be derived from these
two. In the second place, it is clear that justice, defined as
the disposition to treat people equally, is invoked lest benevolence alone—that is, the disposition to maximize the balance of good over evil—should inspire distributions in which
a slight excess of good over evil is purchased at the price of
immense inequalities. But this attempt to work improvements on utilitarianism is open to several objections.
Suppose we could choose between two states. In one there
would be only 100,000 people, all of them extremely happy,
wise, and creative. The balance of good over evil—waiving
for the moment the absurdity of all attempts to measure
that—might be said to be, say, 100,000. In the other state
there would be a billion people, none of them very happy,
wise, or creative, but all of them a little more happy than
unhappy. While in the first state, each man had achieved a
balance of good over evil that amounted to one full point,
in this state the balance for each came to, say, .01. Even so,
the total balance in the first state would be only 100,000; but
in the second one, ten million—a hundred times greater.
Equality would be present in the second state, too; hence
those who add justice to benevolence as a second cardinal
virtue would be at one with the utilitarians in being cornis Frankena, op. cit., p. 50.
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pelled to choose the second state. But I should opt for the
first, and I trust you would, too.
What has gone wrong? Most of our moral philosophers fail
to see that the most interesting moral questions are what sort
of society we want and—we come to this as soon as we try to
give reasons for our answer—what we would like to become of
man. Our answers to these two questions are decisive when
questions of justice arise in practice.
IX
LET US RETURN to the problem of selecting a few hundred
students from thousands applying for admission. The counsel
to admit those who deserve admission is empty if we do not
know how to compute desert. The demand that we treat all
applicants equally is equally unhelpful. Should we be guided
solely by achievement so far? (What kinds of achievement?
Scores in multiple choice tests? Examination essays? Course
grades? Extracurricular achievements, and if so, which?) Or
should we be guided more by promise? (Of what?) If it is
our desire to maximize the impact of our limited resources
and it is a fact that the rate of attrition among women
students is so high that hardly any go on to obtain the doctorate and even fewer then go on into professional careers, is it
"unjust," whatever else it may be, to give preference to men?
And if we want to have more Negro leaders with a first-rate
education and more Negro lawyers, surgeons, and professors,
is it "unjust" to admit some Negro students who, but for
their so-called race, would not have been admitted?
What is unjust is to announce one set of criteria for admission—or for fellowships, raises in salary, promotions, leaves of
absence, and other rewards—and then to invoke different
standards in practice. But such injustice comes down to
dishonesty. If we announce our criteria and then do our best
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to stick with them in practice, can we still be said to be
unjust? Can the criteria be unjust? They can be, in two ways.
First, they may be arbitrary and irrelevant to our stated goals.
In that case we may be convicted of low standards of honesty
or a lack of love. Or our standards may be relevant and well
designed to implement our social goals, but the society that
we desire may be open to severe objections.
What sort of objections? The most telling criticism would
be that the society did not promote humbition, courage, love,
and high standards of honesty. In practice, those who call a
society unjust often mean all or part of that. But it is neither
necessary nor possible to summarize briefly near the end of
this paper possible objections to societies. What is important
is rather to insist that many questions about justice resolve
into a dispute about different visions of man and society.
Our moral philosophers generally avoid such disputes and
give—and probably have—the impression that at that point
we are dealing with irrational preferences. But it is one of the
most important tasks of philosophy to consider the pros and
cons of different visions of man and society, weighing critically what can be said in favor of each, and to try to arrive at
a reasoned conclusion.
X
IN THE END, let us relate this approach to justice to a very
different one. Polemics have no place here, since space does
not permit me to deal adequately with the views of those
with whom I differ. My reason for nevertheless referring to
the writings of some colleagues is to define my own position
more clearly, and to indicate what seems to me to be at stake.
While I am naturally making every effort to be fair, my
central purpose here is not to refute anyone but to articulate
my own doubts about justice.
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There is a tradition in ethics that considers it the main
problem of justice to neutralize what I shall call "grabbiness." Thus a recent writer on the subject says: "Questions of
justice arise when conflicting claims are made upon the
design of a practice and where it is taken for granted that
each person will insist, as far as possible, on what he considers
his rights. It is typical of cases of justice to involve persons
who are pressing on one another their claims, between which
a fair balance or equilibrium must be found."14 But in the
examples I have given—admissions, promotions, and raises—
grabbiness may be totally out of the picture. Nobody need
press any claim, each of the young men concerned may go out
of his way to suggest his own unworthiness, and the decision
may be up to senior professors who have nothing to gain
whatever. The question before them may ultimately be a
question of goals, of the kind of society to be desired.
The writer I have quoted says: "Amongst an association of
saints . . . the disputes about justice could hardly occur; for
they would all work selflessly together for one end, the glory
of God as defined by their common religion . . ."15 But
selfless men can and often do disagree about the best distribution. The reference to the common religion is gratuitous; it
introduces a point that has nothing to do with selflessness;
and it ignores how much disagreement there has been among
saints and, for that matter, among rabbis.
The crux of the view I reject is that justice consists in
impartiality and transcends preferences. It is supposed to be a
matter of rationality, which is associated with calculation and
objective findings. Thus we are asked to imagine a society of
rational men, and part of the very meaning of their being
14 John Rawls, "Justice as Fairness" (1958), revised version in Justice and
Social Policy, ed. Frederick Olafson (1961), p. 87. For a critique of Hume's
close association of justice with the restraint of selfishness see my article "The
Origin of Justice," pp. 221-23.
is Ibid., p. 90 f.
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rational is that "they know their own interests more or less
accurately,"16 as if one's own interests were always and
entirely something knowable and not—as in fact they often
are—matters of more or less informed and responsible choices.
about distributive justice is
whether any distribution, outside of simplistic cases, should
be called just. I have given reasons for saying, No. The view I
am now considering says: Yes, a distribution is just if it fulfills various conditions that can be enumerated. Among these
conditions are at least two that are, I think, open to very
serious objections. The first is that grabbiness is neutralized.17
This does not strike me as so difficult to achieve, at least in a
large number of interesting cases; but problems of justice
persist even when grabbiness is out of the picture. The
second condition is that "inequalities as defined by the institutional structure or fostered by it are arbitrary unless it is
reasonable to expect that they will work out to everyone's
advantage."18 This I consider a Utopian condition that crysT H E MOST CRUCIAL QUESTION

wibid., p. 85.
IT T o arrive at justice, the most important step is, in this view, to devise a
situation in which "there is no way for anyone to win social advantages lor
himself" (ibid., p. 87). In a more recent essay, "Distributive Justice," Rawls
says similarly: "Consider the simplest problem of fair division. A number of
men are to divide a cake: assuming that a fair division is an equal one, which
procedure will give this outcome? T h e obvious solution is to have the man
who divides the cake take the last piece. He will divide it equally, since in this
way he assures for himself as large a share as he can. . . . We can design a
procedure guaranteed to lead to [the outcome that is just]" (Philosophy,
Politics and Society: Third Series, ed. Peter Laslett and W. G. Runciman,
1967, p. 77; all italics mine).
T h e italicized assumption is more problematic than meets the eye: see our
example of the apples. Moreover, the "just" outcome is not guaranteed unless
we assume that everybody is as grabby as the man dividing the cake is explicitly assumed to be. If he were not that grabby and assumed that other people
weren't either, he might cut pieces of different sizes to accommodate different
tastes and appetites; and if he is as grabby as the "since" clause suggests but
knows that his friends are not, he may make one piece much bigger than all
the rest, confident that it will be left to the last.
18 "Distributive Justice," p. 61. The same point is central in "Justice as Fairness."
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tallizes the unwarranted faith that we need not make tragic
choices.
Any attempt to keep the discussion of justice this side of
preferences and choices seems hopeless to me. Even men who
are, or try to be, rational and selfless are not alike. Even if the
intelligent did not push the claims of intelligence, and the
artistically gifted the importance of fostering artistic talent,
some who are not themselves brilliant might urge us to
weight intelligence, and others, though quite lacking in
artistic genius, might argue that a society is ultimately to be
judged by its accomplishments in art.
Indeed, right now the rules about college admissions and
advancement of young college teachers are not designed or
adopted by those who are most affected but by older men
who have come through the system, and grabbiness is thus
largely eliminated. But if this setup were changed and the
rules were up to the people most affected, would any feasible
arrangement be to the advantage of all? Surely not. This
Utopian notion is part of the false assumption that one system
is rational and true without involving any choice or argument about goals.
In concrete cases, I would not necessarily differ with any of
the writers I have singled out for criticism. This is not merely
because I have selected only men who happen to be my
friends, on the assumption—not biased, I hope—that they are
among the very best living writers on the subject. Even as
Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and unbelievers can work together for civil rights, philosophers who disagree about the
best analysis of justice may agree in practical decisions. From
this, however, it does not follow that nothing of practical
importance is at stake, nor even that philosophy "leaves
everything as it is."19
18 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, Section 124.
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Even when the decision about distribution is the same, it
makes a difference whether we tell those who are affected by
it—say, those who are not admitted or promoted—that our
decisions and our rules are just, or rather that we realize that
no such absolute claim is defensible. In the latter case, we
might say: "These were our rules or criteria, which neither
are perfect nor could be. We may yet be convinced to revise
them. Meanwhile we have done our best to stick by them and
not to be swayed by points whose relevance is tenuous. We
know from experience that even at that level mistakes are
made, but we did try hard to preclude them." T o speak that
way instead of invoking the chimaera of absolute justice is
more honest and loving, more humane, and more mindful of
the self-respect of those we disappoint.
We can point to examples of love and honesty, humbition
and courage. We do not know in the same way what justice is,
and we cannot point to examples of just distribution without
becoming highly abstract and deliberately excluding a great
deal of relevant data, as I have tried to show in the case of
distributing apples among children after a party. Once we
realize and admit this, and also that our rules and criteria are
linked to our vision of a good society, we should become
more humane, less sure of ourselves, and more inclined to
argue the pros and cons of different visions of a good society.
This would make philosophy more humane, too.
XI
on distributive justice would seem more
acceptable if I said—but I am not going to—that distributions,
always excepting simplistic cases, can never be unjust any
more than just. As it stands, my position may appear paradoxical.
It may help to note that the situation of distributive justice
PERHAPS MY ATTACK
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is not unique in this respect. Scientific theories, as well as
interpretations of works of art and literature, can be proved
false, but it is arguable that they can never be proved true.
Many mutually incompatible theories may be tenable, but
we should not call several mutually incompatible theories
true. Yet there is no good reason why some untenable theories should not be called false.
The closest parallel to distributive justice is furnished by
retributive justice. If a defendant is guilty and his punishment is neither cruel and unusual nor arbitrary, we still
should not call it just or say that "justice has been done."
Punishments never have the quality that Kant and other
retributivists have associated with them, and that many retributivists still associate with capital punishment for murder.
There is no one punishment that is the right one, any more
than there is one distribution that is the right one. To call all
tenable or defensible punishments or distributions just, bestowing this epithet on an indefinite number of mutually
incompatible solutions, is sufficiently out of keeping with the
traditional and still widely accepted meaning of justice to
make it preferable and reasonable to suggest that neither
punishments nor distributions should be called just. Yet both
punishments and distributions often have the very qualities
generally associated with injustice, and there is no good
reason for never saying that an injustice has been done. If an
innocent man is framed, or unequal punishments or shares
are meted out for no relevant reason, we need not hesitate to
call the punishment or distribution unjust.
Many distributions and punishments we should call
neither just nor unjust. Anyone reluctant to accept this
conclusion has three options. (1) He can call unjust all
solutions except the one he considers the best, or (2) he can
call just all tenable solutions, or (3) he can suggest that in
fact only one punishment or distribution is just, although we
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are generally unable to tell which one is. All three alternatives seem to me to involve such significant departures from
the usual meaning of "just" and "unjust" that my solution is
better.
It is neither desirable nor possible to "use every man after
his desert." However we treat men, we cannot claim, excepting simplistic cases, that they got what they deserved. But not
all ways of treating men are equally undeserved. When
unequal treatment is not based on relevant inequalities, or
when one set of criteria has been announced and another is
invoked in practice, we may say that an injustice has been
done.
Thus men who do not agree on what would be best can
still work together to minimize injustices, even as men with
different theories may agree that some theories are demonstrably false. This is not paradoxical but glad tidings. While
philosophers should argue more about rival visions of man
and society, not all practical efforts and cooperation have to
wait until they have come to agree.
It may seem that justice, unlike love, can be demanded.
But this is wrong, as I have tried to show. What can be
demanded is less injustice. If this should be demanded or
offered as "simple justice," it may yet turn out to be tomorrow's "injustice."
Martin Luther realized that conscience can always ask
whether we could not have done better. But because justice
could not be found in the pursuit of good works, Luther
concluded that man could be made just by faith alone—faith
in Christ's redemptive sacrifice, faith that Christ had died for
our sins. At that point Luther reverted to an archaic notion
of justice: the magical sacrifice of the innocent scapegoat.
Here our ways part.
After using their reason and examining the evidence,
physicians and surgeons often do not know what is the best
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course. But if they therefore throw reason and evidence to
the winds, they act irresponsibly. We expect them to use both
in order to exclude a great many alternatives, even if in the
end they cannot be sure that their course was the best.
Am I guilty of the old heresy that man knows the devil but
not God? My heresy is worse. We know neither God nor the
devil; we are beset by an endless number of devils—"No
worst, there is none." 20 To fight evil without the illusion
that it is the greatest ever, to choose the lesser evil without
the faith that it is surely the least evil, to endure darkness
without the boast that none could be blacker, and to create
more light without the comfort of excessive hopes—that is
humbition, courage, love, and honesty.21
20 Gerard Manley Hopkins, poem # 6 5 . T h e question about the old heresy
was raised by Abraham Edel in his prepared comments when I read this
paper November 5, 1967, at Columbia University to the Conference on Jewish
Philosophy.
21 Some of the ideas in this paper are developed further in two articles: "Origins of Justice" in Review of Metaphysics, December 1969, and "Black and
White" in Survey: A Journal of Soviet and East European Studies, Autumn
1969.

